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Keir Thomas is the world's most popular author writing about Ubuntu. His books have been read by
over 1,000,000 people and are #1 best-sellers. His book Beginning Ubuntu Linux recently entered
its sixth edition, and picked-up a Linux Journal award along the way. Thomas is also the author of
Ubuntu Kung Fu. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Get to grips with the Ubuntu command-line with this #1
best-selling and concise guide. "Best buck I've spent yet" â€” review.* Readable, accessible and
easy to understand;* Learn essential Ubuntu vocational skills, or read just for fun;* Covers Ubuntu
commands, syntax, the filesystem, plus advanced techniques;* For ANY version of Linux based on
Debian, such as Linux Mint--not just Ubuntu!;* Includes BONUS introduction to Ubuntu chapter, plus
a glossary appendix and a guide to reading Linux/Unix documentation.
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Downloaded this book to my Kindle just over an hour ago and have finally gotten comfortable with
the command line. If you're as new to using "The Terminal" as I am THIS IS THE BOOK YOU
WANT. I've purchase several very good (and much more expensive) books about

Linux/Unix/Ubuntu but without question "Working at the Ubuntu Command-Line Prompt" really is the
Nitty Gritty I needed.Excellent & easily understood explanations helps one to really nail the
concepts.Mr. Keir's approach is spot on from my point of view. Looking forward to reading the
"Managing Software" publication again for a buck!!!5 of 5 stars with a bullet !

Useful to anyone completely new to using Ubuntu/Linux, but not for learning the "Nitty Gritty" I was
hoping for. With the first fifth of the book dedicated to introductory material rather than command
line usage, and the last quarter a glossary, very little remains of this short book to actually cover
using the command line. Not useful for anything beyond the absolute basics.

I like the book. I would recommend it for 99 cents. But I don't like how it doesn't have a table of
contents. I want one so I have a clue where to look for certain information. I went through the whole
book writing down the titles of the sections and created my own table of contents on a text
document. So hopefully that will help. I would recommend to the author to create one. Other than
that I think it has a lot of information for the money. I hope his other ebooks have one. I might buy
them anyway since I know he knows what he is talking about. I will take a star off in this case. Okay
now I am back to reading his book. I need to learn this stuff. I am new to Linux. I want to install a
tarball aka .tar.bz2 but so far I haven't found that information in his book. But I am hopeful. ;)

I did not pay attention, I saw the free for "Prime" members so I clicked on buying it rather than read
the details stating Prime members could "borrow" it. I think some of the various web pages listing
the various commands for the linux command line more concise and easier to use. Rather than
spend so much time with the superficial information on "the community", history, philosophy, African
values etc. they should have gotten into the commands and show more examples of using the
commands and as another reviewer pointed out there is no easy way to find a particular command.
The book would be more useful had they listed all the commands with page numbers, chapter, links
etc.

This book covers the very basic command line for Ubuntu and other Debian based distro.'s. After
working with Linux for a number of years (a lot at the command line) I noted a few items (tips &
tricks) I was not aware of. I recommend this book for those starting out and who need to grow their
skills at the terminal command line. I myself prefer the command line over a GUI... I guess I'm just
and old DOS guy who like to type my commands in directly so I can get exactly what I want done

the first time. :-)

The book only contains basic Linux commands and concept like any Linux book. I was expecting to
see something more ubuntu-specific like some applications or tricks that are cool and only exist for
ubuntu distribution. But the book only covered basic knowledge of the terminal like "ls, rm, cd, etc". I
suppose that is good from someone that doesn't know anything about Linux but in my case I was
expecting to learn some differences that ubuntu distribution offered

It's good, and certainly aimed at a beginner to Linux. The language is understandable and clear,
even to one who has never worked in the Linux Bash environment. I used to teach programming,
using a Unix mainframe, but have been away from that for about 7 years, so it was a "refresher" for
me.If you are new to Linux, and are using any "flavor" not just Ubuntu, you will find this book helpful
as you begin to explore the terminal (Command-Line) environment.

I teach Linux and this book is a decent jumping off point but it is by no means the authority book.
You know how some books are just the gold-standard for their topic? Well this book is a good start
but does not seem to be written towards a geek increasing their knowledge. It is well thought out
and it is worded properly. I just think that if I were to write an book aimed at CLI users, I think I'd
direct more of the content to the heavily geeky due to the subject matter. I definitely would
recommend this book to someone who knows little of IT and computers and wants to learn Ubuntu
and the command line.
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